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The Black and Hispanic Studies
Department has lost its chairman, Dr.
Arthur Lewin, who resigned after the
administration requested his resigna-
tion. He remains in the department as
a tenured professor.
It is unclear. however, whv the col-
~1Mi~?j~~! .Iege.s.administrati.oll-.asked- thepro,
~*iliWmM fessor to step down. Le~i~ wo~ld ~
.:.:-:::::::~:::::::::::::::
::~wntj~r not comment on the reason for this
~. measu~e. However, he did say he did
liti@ not believe the reason given.
....:.:::::,:::::::::;:.::: The Ticker contacted the office of
Baruch College President Edward
Regan. but 'was told that the presi-
dent was traveling. When asked by
The Ticker if the president would be
available for a comment the follow-
ing day. David Barto. the president's
assistant, said that he did not expect
to hear from the president. However.
when contacted the next day Rezan.r > eo
_ and Barto were in a meeting, Neither
. ~. . ......
returned several messages.
Lewin's resignation comes asa
blow to an embattled department that
has long complained about under-




Students' opinions are mixed on
this issue. Some students had their
doubts as to whether such a policy
Baruch alumni Charles Dreifus, could really. be effective, Karen
class of '55, has made a generous Phillips feels that one "can't teach,
grant to promote a cross-curricular ethics", and that it would be a waste
emphasis on the study of ethics at of time for Baruch to try to teach stu-
Baruch College. Ethics has already dents ethical behavior.
been introduced into the curriculum But other students were more
at Freshman Seminar and Freshman receptive to the teaching of ethics.
.Orientation, and is now expected to Amongst them was Tahimina Nabi,
become the focus of many future who commented that ethical educa-
school events. lion would "give a moral back-
At a recent meeting of faculty and ground" and "get people to think
administrators, many professors twice before acting." She believes
seemed in favor of incorporating that ethical discussions in cotlege
ethics into the curriculum. Some pro- can help make a student "a more
fessors, however, raised concerns moral person when they [leave the
regarding the cost and effectiveness college],"
of such an action. Dreifus's donation was made in the
Vice President of Student tradition of Professor Abraham
Development Samuel Johnson said BrilotT. Briloff, who had a distin-
that rather than establishing a new guished career at Baruch, often
mandatory course in ethics, ethical incorporated ethical issues 'into his
discussion will be incorporated into lessons.
the current curriculum and class Briloff had quite an impact on his
structure. student. Charles Drei fus. Dreifus'
The discussion of ethical issues is founded the BrilotfPrize in Ethics in
likely to fuel this year's ,Leadership honor of his esteemed professor. The
Weekend (scheduled for the' first BrilotT Prize is a cash award given to
weekend in November) and the the best student and faculty paper on
annual Spring Speech Festival, both the topic of ethics.
of which place emphasis on student BrilotT commented on the impor-
participation and dialogue. tance ofethical discussion in the cur-
A speech recently given by riculum. He views ethics as a respon-
Professor Garmden of the speech sibility to "the totality of society."
. .depertmenr; stressed the need for By infusing ethics into the curricu-
~c:thic:s-. The speech' wasgivenas .a . lum, ·he stresses the creation of
"This space is:not goingto accom- - 'reminder that there are a variety -of ."awareness on a continuous basis" of
modate what I ha~ to do as a journal. ~~s to perceive political speeches. .ethical issues. In doing -so he hopes
. _. .__ Although on the surface the topic··--te encourage students to 'realize the....
seems unrelated to ethics, it is crutial implications and ramifications of
when considering various political ethics in all careers.
"t'iewpoints~
.. .
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On May 22nd. the CUNY Board of .1·
Trustees approved a resolution for I .
the establishment of minimal stan- I
.dards for health.services .ateachof I
its campuses.
. "All colleges will be required to
provide' health and wellness aware-
ness education, administer and man-
age the immunization program,
maintain health and well ness aware-
ness education, and administer first
aid treatment that includes over-the-
counter med ication," stated the
Resolution.
In order to assess its existinz health::-
services and identi fy the areas that
may require changes or improve-
ments, individual colleges will con-
.duct surveys and then collaborate to
ensure that the standards are main-
. tained throughout all of CUNY.
However, health is only the first in






~j Part 1 ofSpace Race Series
:
~
lBy Vanessa Witenko: ~
INe1-vs Editor
:
;I On Thursday. October 19, during
[club hours. .the Baruch community
!gathered to witness the unveiling of
lthe tloor plans for the new academic
complex (referred to as Site B).
Those present were able to find
!their exact location in the new build-
ing, and view its completed layout.
"Each office located on the plan has
your name," said Philip. Logan.
Project Coordinator for the
JAcademic Complex's Furniture and
Equipment Program. There were .
also swatches of fabric, and pictures
of the new office furniture for facul-
ty,
Once the curtains were removed
and the floor plans were made visi-
ble, there were mixed reactions from
those present.
Of those present, some were ecsta-
tic about the new building's layout." ,
. "The new building is fabulous. All
services are. together. and students
'will be more invited and inclusive,"
said Julie Augustin, from the Center
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;)f the Multi-cultural Club.
There are 20 club offices. hut that is not 3
~uarantee that these will be event: distributed
amongst the undergraduate dubs. because grad-
uate students are complaining about clue SP3i,;t;:
c.':' weii. "Floor plans are just a rcugn image anc
there are no measurements on the floor ~1~I1S."
-4 • ,
"Jlu .ionn.
station WB.\lB. agrees that It is uirficuit to \I...,U-
.. .ize now every thing w iii fit \\ ithout actua iiy
-eemg the rooms. Berger .J.cI\. nov. iecues tI1~:
vut \VBMB's space oramaucaiiy.
~~ley cut our space to what the: thought was
economical 1:.- feasible, but is not ph: sicail, fea-
'oIOIe. sate Berger. We won 't physically know It"
we have enough room untii we get in anu the
equipment is set up.'
Although the radio station has concerns about
the size of the OJ booth, they are excited to
have a room with windows. "1 will be able to
manage the station better with the new design
ofWBMB. Everything is together. The offices.
lounges, and DJ booth wi II all be together," said
Berger.
There are differences in opinions from stu-
dents to administrators to faculty about the allo-
cation of the new--bui-lding space. T-he- benefits
and disadvantages of each perspective will be
analyzed in depth through a forthcoming series
entitled Space Race.
The new building's floor plans will be on dis-
play until mid-November. If there are addition-
al questions or comments about the new build-
ing's floor plans, the following website should
be helpful: www.baruch.cuny.edu/cfo/oasp.
._-----
faces of the students of P.S. 2 when they arrived
at school on the following Monday," said Allen.
Continuing Golden Key's dedication to corn-
munity service, nine members went down to
Christopher Park on October 21 st for Clean Up
Day 2000, an event intended to help preserve
the beauty of the city's parks. The City Parks
Foundation and New. York Parks and
-Recreation sponsored the event. ··The; group of
. students helped by planting tulips and daffodils
throughout the park. Willian Chabla, a volun-
--. teer and junior at Baruch, commented:"'1 felt
that our work made a difference in the commu-
nity. You will definitely see me at the next
Clean Up Day."
The Golden Key Honor Society at Baruch has
future plans to improve the community. A
Halloween party for children at a domestic
shelter was planned for the end of October, and
several volunteer programs are being imple-
mented on a weekly basis.
"This past month has truly been amazing.
The volunteers of Baruch College gave so
much to their community, and I only hope that
they join us again for our future events," said
Golden Key President Jennifer Ding.
"They cut our space [0
what they thought was
economically feasible,
but it's not physically
feasible. "
Exclusion leads to Discontent
'ItS time to hold our stu-
dent services to the same
standards that we hold
our academic services. "
constantly competing for money," said
Director of Student Services Carl Aylman.
"If the academic services [are lacking funds],
he can bleed student services without any com-
sequences, unless of course faculty or students
protest. It's possible for the president to deci-
mate student services in order to keep the acad-
emic services in tact. It's happened at CCNY,
and it's happened at Queens College," said
Johnson referring to a situation in 199 I where,
after an incident where 9 students were tram-
pled and killed at an on-campus rap concert,
student services were reduced to a minimum.
Only recently have they begun to rebuild.
"[Minimum standards] would ensure that
when the budget is tight, a certain level of stu-
dent services is maintained," said Johnson.
Many of the attitudes toward student services
stern from high CUNY administrators. For
example, former CUNY Chancellor Ann
Reynolds believed that students could obtain
"None of us are listed here, 1 guess we must
not be important," said Julio Andino. Other
members of the secretarial staff felt they should
have been included in the process of allocating
space.
"We're not part of anything. We should be
part of the meeting," said Elizabeth Albert.
Students also expressed their concerns about
the new floor plans. "I feel they are trying to cut
down club activity," said Rodney John, member
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and Hispanic studies department to offer a
major. Lewin specifically noted the history. " Continued From Front
political science and Engiish departments. editor. I need more soace. ~ have back conies
But according to professor John Todd. chair- of two major Journals. lots of books. ana four
person of the English Department. he never computers:' said Ton: Tinker. fuji-time oro res-
spoke to Lewin about developing interdiscipli- sor of account mg.
nary courses. Myrna Chase. the current Marilyn Gaffney. tram the Provost's orfice
Provost. and chairperson or the history depart- felt the space was very cramped, anc not Cl)!1-
ment at the time that the ciscussion was said to dUCI\:? to a nood work in environrnen .
have taken place. did not get back to Lev.. in, lhere ·.vere also concerns .ioout facuitv.
according :0 the former chairperson of the administrators. and stuuents not ne mg .nc ruuec
31ack and Hispanic studies department. in determining me layout c r' the >U!luing.
The courses formerly taught b~ Tucker and Among those, was the secretariai start. wno rett
\Vilson will be moved to the English and histo- left out because they were not listed as part of
:: departments respectively, consequently leav- the floor plans.
ing the Black and Hispanic studies department
'with fewer courses to otfer.
According to Lewin, the majority of the stu-
dents taking classes in the department are
Black. "Baruch College is not embracing the
face of America or New York or itS student'
body or the public which is funding the institu- I
tion."
The college administrators have not spoken to ,
Lewin regarding who will become the new i
chair. Lewin said he is unaware if the adminis-
tration is talking to a potential sucessor. I'
_ T~ d~_t_e,~~~il! has ha<!f~,!r_J!l~~ti!lg~ to dis- .
cuss the future of the Black and Hispanic stud- II
ies department cancled by Regan.
Despite this demotion, Lewin sees the posi-
tive in the entire situation. "Now I can deliver a
total and complete critique of the administra-
tion," he said. "The most important thing that
can be done is public scrutiny. These things
should not just happen in secret and nobody
knows what's happening."
that was recently published for 1990-2000,
which states that there is a pattern of' "diffusion
and inefficiency" in the student services at
Baruch.
"Student services currently lag behind what
they would be at an NYU, St. John's, or
Fordham," said Johnson. "It's time to hold our
student services to the same standards that we
hold our academic services."
Currently, as with standards, there is a high
variability from campus to campus in how stu-
dent services are even defined. At one campus,
Admissions and Financial Aid might be includ-
ed under the heading of student services,
whereas at another college, they may not. At
Baruch, student services encompass the follow-
ing areas: Career Development Center, Office
of Disabilities, ~EEK, Counseling Center,
Health Center, Child Care, and Office of
Athletics.
"It's very difficult to achieve comparability
between each school's services," said Johnson.
This lack of comparability between the various
CUNY schools is another reason why standards
would be very benficial.
Another key reason why the implementation
ofstandards in the area of student services is so
important is because student services is the last
area where the president has complete jurisdic-
tion.
"Student servioes and academic services are
Volunteers take a break from planting flowers to pose for a picture. Over 50 baruch stu-
dents participated In New York Cares Day, helping to plant flowers, sort textbooks, and paint
murals. (PhotolTlcker Press)
Future ,of Dept. Uncertain
Continued From Front
staffing and the struggle to become recognized
as part of the college's academic environment.
"Baruch College is systematically whittling
down the department. and that was just the last
straw," said Lewin.
~)rof. Martha \ ega resignee lor reasons
unknown. effective at tne oeuirmina of' this
semester. I t appears that \ ega .. \. as :0rceo' to
cave Baruch. as sue saic tnat she wou.d meet
.. .in lawyers at me Co llege. \ega. \\0 no said she
.v JS \,\, i Iling to conduct an mterv iew, did not
re: .rn tallow-up correspondences.
: : ,:S is compounded hy tne (act that the
denartment recently lost two iong-rirne mern-
hers of the department to retirement: Prof.
TUI.:KCr ano Prof. Wilson.
Prof. Tucker founded Baruch's Black and
Hispanic department over 25 years ago.
The department currently has three full-time
faculty.
According to Lewin, Baruch's administration
has prevented him from hiring new staff to
replace those who retired. He did not name any
one administrator specifically.
Ethnic study as a department in higher educa-
tion has long been a source of controversy, not
only here at Baruch, but throughout the coun-
try.
Here at Baruch, courses offered by the Black
and Hispanic studiesdepartment are not part of
the college's core curriculum. The highest offi-
cial recognition a student can obtain from this
department is a minor.
According to Lewin, he was rebuffed by other
departments when he tried to develop interdis-
ciplinary courses that would allow the Black
---------------------------------------------------------_.-:...-_-- --_._-------
October 14th was New York Cares Day, an
annual event in the city. A total of 10,000 vol-
unteers, including 50 Baruch students helped
beautify schools, The Baruch student's were
from Golden Key, Phi ETA Sigma, and on cam-
pus community service advocates. Katalin
Scolga, an officer of Phi Eta Sigma, was
Baruch's coordinator this year. .
At eight in the morning, Baruch students con-
vened at Bryant Park in midtown Manhattan,
along with volunteers from corporate sponsors
and colleges, to register and receive free T-
shirts. Thereafter, schools were allocated to
each group. Baruch students were sent by bus
to P.S. 2 in Jackson Heights, Queens.
Upon arrival, Baruch volunteers immediately
went to work. They planted flower bulbs, sort-
ed textbooks, and painted murals in the school-
yard. Miriam Allen, with paintbrush in hand,
proved that the Baruch administration cared
about giving back to the community. "Meeting
committed students who really want to make a
difference is always a great experience. I just
wish I were able to have seen the look on the
Continued From Front
a series of areas for which standards will be
passed throughout CUNY. Future resolutions
will define standards for: Academic
Advisement, Admissions, Campus Activities,
Career Development, Counseling Services,
Disabilities. Financial Aid, International
Student Services, and the Office of the
Registrar, according to Vice President of
Student Services Samuel Johnson.
The: recent call to standardization is meant to
place all the colleges on a leve1 playing field
with respect to their performance in each of
these respective categories. Up till now, CUNY
has let its separate colleges determine their own
standards, resulting in a wide range of variabil-
ity amongst the schools.
Baruch, for example, has been using the Book
of Professional Standards for Higher
Education published in' the mid-80's by the
Consortium on Adademic Standards as a guide-
line, whereas other schools have used other
guides.
Johnson, who has been advocating the estab-
lishment of minimum standards for over ten
years, is pleased with the standards approved
for health, and hopes that forthcoming stan-
dards in the area ofstudent services will lead to
their "renaissance" and revival.
Johnson points to The Middle States Review, I ."",}. ~': ...... v 4'''''' tal.. L.,;
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Twentieth .Century Fox and The Ticker invite you and a guest to a complimentary
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theaters.
Playwrights are under greater pressur~ these
days. according to Albee. to make plays simple
and cast older, well-known faces in roles
designed for younger actors. ·~conomics of
the theater have made producers far less willing
and eager," says Albee, "to do serious work."
The outspoken playwright was also critical of
the way funding is used for the arts. He point-
ed out that of the small amount of pubIic funds
that the arts get, only seven cents of every dol-
lar goes to the artists. while 93 percent goes to
theaters and halls.
Nevertheless, Albee loves being a playwright.
"'"I get ideas in my head and I have to write them
down."
VillageThe
. - . . ,
The two-member cast of Albee's "Counting the Ways" reading out the play in the
7th floor Coference Center of 25th St. on Thursday, October 26th.
that the entre has "responsibility to give an
opinion as close to fact as possible." As jf that
was possible.
Critic Mel Gussow and Albee chatted after
the reading of 'his play, discussing a range of
subjects from "serious" playwrighting in
todays society to the educational system.
Albee laments the ....dumbing down" of the
audience on Broadway by theater owners, "not-
ing how the big money holders prefer to give
audiences big production high profit entertain-
ment vehicles such as The Lion King or Cats.
as opposed to smaller more provocative, more
intriguing works of art. Gusso even went as far
as to say that Broadway "turned its back on
Edward," after Virginia Wolf. All of his latest




people with power and deep pockets.
Edward Albee is the current "Sidney Harmon
Writer-in-Residence" at Baruch. Every year
the program brings in a "real" writer to teach an .
English class. For this fall, Albee is teaching
Drama Criticism. molding students into well-
rounded little critics of the future.
The play was the most entertaining portion of
the event. It was a one-act wonder with the
actors, one man and one woman.-ca mg out t e
scenes as they went. Albee said of his work that
he likes to "hold a mirror" up to people and say
"ifyou don't like what you see, why don't you
change?" Counting the Ways was that kind of
play. It chronicled a moment in the life of two
aristocratic individuals, a couple struggling
with the meaning of love and togetherness.'
Stuck in a materialist identity they drift apart. ,
living in the past with unreal definitions of
what it means to love someone else, not to
mention "premature grief".
The play was filled with witty one liners and
clever allusions to other situations, along with
some actual thought provoking parts. English
majors and teachers, and the Rolex wearing
members of the audience chuckled frequently
at the dry martini humor, and references to
Auden ("thousands have lived without love.
but none without shirts," says He, the male
character). The actors often broke down the
"fourth wall," .speaking to or referring to the
audience at times. the most astounding instance
being when they both introduce their real
selves-in therniddie of the play, then go right
back to acting.
Albee has won. among other awards. three
Pulitzer Prizes, for his plays, Delicate Balance,
Sea Scape and Three Tall Women. His most
popularly known work however may be
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf." out of which
a movie was made in 1966.
For all his acclaim and accomplishment.
Albee feigns unconcern for that which he
teaches, criticism: "Why would you take any-
thing seriously that affects your livelihood," he
joked. regarding the relationship between the
critic and the artist. Although he did point out
By Hasani Gittens
Senior Staff Writer
"I write plays because I'm a playwright - it's
what I do and what I am," declared playwright,
teacher and wit. Edward Albee. Albee graced
the stage of the 7th floor conference center in
Baruch's 25th street building on Thursday,
October 26. A reading of his one-act two-per-
son play, catted Counringthe--Ways: was fol-
lowed by an intimate question and answer ses-
sion with Albee, and literary critic and biogra-
pher. Mel Gussow.
The event turned out to be standing room only
as late arrivals were forced to hold up the walls.
The reading of Albee's humorous play about a
man and a woman.going through some roman-
tic strife and reminiscing on the minutia of life.
was popular with the capacity crowd. The seats
\\ ere fi lied with Engl ish students and teachers.
high level administrators and alumni. The stu-
dents mainly sat in the back and stood since
front rows were reserved for the more impotant
Edward Albee, author of Counting the
Ways (photomcker archives)




Baruch's Wrfter-In-Restdence Edward Albee Counts.the .WRys.
The 27th annual Village Halloween
Parade took place on Tuesday, Oct 31st.
The parade was open to the general pub-
lic. Most participants were either in cos-
tume. or helped out with the hundreds of
"puppets" that marched down the Avenue
of the Americas. The parade started on
22nd Street and made its way down to
Spring Street. Even after the streets were
cleared and the parade was finished, the
party continued on through the night, as
thousands ofmascaraders moved on to the
village for a night of celebration.
, .. -.. ....,..
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New Jersey. Get schedules and fares. And when
Find out which ones are authorized by
The Port Authority of New York and
for all the information
you need to get to Kennedy,
LaGuardia and Newark airports by




Call 1-800-A1R R1DE or visit our Web site at www.panynj.gov
Planning a trip?
Go the smart way, right from home.
to make arrangements for the return home. The Port Authority wants to help
make your whole trip as safe and affordable, as possible.
you return, stop at the Ground Transportation lnfonnation Desk in the baggage claim area
And we know your mother would approve.
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dize the cost of studying abroad. The
Studyffravel Opportunities for CUNY students
grants range from $500 to $ 1,000. They were
created to increase the number of CUNY stu-
dents studying overseas by providing financial
assistance to deserving students.
From the reaction of students who attended
the fair, there is a growing enthusiasm for study
abroad opportunities.....m interested in spend-
ing a semester studying abroad." said
Hayatullah Sadiq. -I view it as a great opportu-
nity to mix education and fun. I am looking
forward to the independence of studying
abroad, and the opportunity to learn things fI]
would not find in a text book."
Brody further stressed the importance and
long-t~nn benefits of studying abroad, which
he said. exposes students to different cultures
and mentalities while p~rsuing their formal
education. A- semester abroad looks very good
on a resume and offers unique opportunities for
networking and internships, he added.
Students interested in studying abroad can con-
tact Brody at 212-802-6730. or email
Rjchard Brody@baruch. cuny. edu.
Alternatively, you cqn visit the CUNY Website.
Wlt/lv, cunY.edu. and click on "Resource" then
"Study Abroad".
, • , I'
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QI: Politicians don't focus






don't pay taxes. Instead,
they concentrate on issues
like healthcare, social security, and elementary
schools that we aren't interested in. So the dis-
interest is mutual.
Q2: I don't think it is the school's responsibili-
ty. Most people already have their minds made
up, and no amount. of information will change
it. Watching the debates and listening to the
commentary didn't change my mind. I would
never vote for a republican unless it would
guarantee a high payingjob. The democrats are





....:.::.:. '" :~:~:~:~:t~~.: :~W Registered to vote
.V ::::'~:.ft· '.' ~
:.:::.::i ":tl:::::'" QI: The politicians don't
.&.:;:;:" d':::' " :': ,£·\t:. market themselves .to us
<:t:··:··· . " ::~:~i:~' ::tr [students] because we don't
j":-~ ..: :::::::::. ..:--. have any money to con-
tribute to them. We end up thinking the politi-
cal process is boring, so we don't participate.
Q2: Yes, definitely! We are the future and we
need to learn what the parties stand for and the
importance of the issues in order to make an
educated decision when we vote. There should
be a student club that focuses on voter educa-
tion.
Final Thought:
Younger voters feel estranged and politicians
are unable to relate to us. These problems are
linked to the issues discussed above. Voter apa-
thy among younger voters is a result of the
environment American education system.
School is a sheltered environment where
knowledge and social norms are conveyed. In
order to understand the
complexities of real ity, our
education must commence
with the basics. My profes-
sors constantly repeat that
Economic theories don't
work in reality; yet we need
it to understand how "the
Economy" works. To fur-
ther the problem, a shel-
tered environment becomes consumed with
itself, by definition. thus perpetuating student's
feelings of disconnection with the rest of soci-
ety. Hence, it should come as no surprise that
politicians view us as separated from society -
it is simply a reflection of the system. I believe
that education reform should focus on integrat-
ing American schools into society. When stu-
dents and politicians become part of the same
society, we won't have such trouble under-
standing each other!
- B)' Celine Ruben-Salama
Baruch Scholars Study Abroad
IBeing a Baruch Student Doesn't Confine You to Baruch
I Bv Oded Ofek and Vanessa Witenko other option is a foreign exchange in which the
!C~ntributing Writer and .Vews Editor student pays Baruch tuition. airfare, room and
; board. The foreign exchange program is more
I On Thursday. Sept. 21 the Baruch College limited and therefore more selective. The
Study Abroad Fair, took place in the' 7 floor Puerto Rico CUNY exchange program is an
Conference Center of the 25 street building. At example of the second type of program offered
the event. which was hosted by The Weissman by CUNY. The requirements for application
'
Center for International Business, students are a minimum GPA of 3.0, two letters of rec-
were able to obtain infonnation about the many ommendation. proficiency in the relevant £or-
opportunities that CUNY offers to study in for-' eign language, and an essay written in it.
eign countries. Dr. Richard Brody. coordinator Baruch currently has study abroad or
for the study abroad program, pointed out that exchange programs in numerous countries,
the program is part of the Weissman Center's including England. Sweden. France. China and
continuing effort to help students become glob- ·Spain. However. a Baruch student is not limit-
lal citizens. ed only to the countries that-the-€oHege-spon-I Baruch currently offers two ty'pes of pro- sors. A Baruch student may attend study abroad
ljgrams that enable students to study abroad. programs that are hosted by other schools. In'
One type has varying costs. depending on the each case. a student 'that wishes to study abroad
j
locat ion and program. The program also differs must coordinate his course load with Brody
'
in terms of course work. duration of stay, and and the relevant department heads in order to
sponsorship from school. For example. a stu- insure that the credits taken will transfer.
I
dent may study in the Dominican Republic Students can either attend a semester abroad, or
during the summer for one month. Such a pro- spend their winter or summer breaks studying
gram costs $2.000 plus CUNY tuition. The in a foreign land.
• , • ." . Grants ~re 4available to help students subsi~
















You think it. We write it .. You read it.
This week. students were asked their opinions
pertaining to the "hot topic" of the week, the
presidential election. No explanation needed.
Lets see what people have to say about this,
shall we? .
\
TICKER FEATURES NOVEMBER 6, 2000
: oter apat y in the US is unusually high,
particularly among younger voters, why do you
think that is?
Q2: Institutions of higher education, such as
Baruch, attempt to produce educated members
of society. Do you think they should playa role
in voter education?
Q1: It's not that young peo-
ple don't care, they just
don't feel that their votes
count, it's just part of the
Electoral College. When it comes down to it,
the election is not about the people; it's all pol-
itics.
Q2: Yes, I am somewhat educated on the
issues, but if J knew more, I would probably
care. more about the election. The school
should provide seminars where people can talk
and learn about the issues. Also, I think more
focus should be placed on voter education in
political science classes.
QI: We don't have enough
responsibilities to be inter-
ested..When we become
parents we will be interest-
ed. because we wi II be voting on issues that
atTect our kids and us. One might think that we
would care about education. but I think that
most students only care about school. so that
they can get a job and make money.
Q2: I think so. The school should set up a
forum where students can stop by. register to
vote, and get other information. The best way
to get people to come is to serve lunch. or
refreshments, and give things away. Detinitely
don't make it a requirement. then no one will
get involved.
Q1: I don't think I'm going
to vote. I followed the cam-
paigns and the debates, but
the words don't mean any-
thing. The presidential candidates raise mil-
lions of dollars for their campaigns, mostly
from big corporations and business people.
When they get elected. they have to pay them
back. So in the end. it doesn't matter what they
feel is right. or what the people feel is right - its
an about the money.
Q2: I don 't think voter education has a place in,
a business school. only if it better equips stu-
dents to face the business world. It should def-
initely not be a mandatory class.
Q 1: Most young people
don't want to know about
politics; they don't care
about the rest of the country
or where pol iticians want to
take it. They just want to finish school and get
on with their lives.
Q2: Wow, that's an interesting question, I never
thought about it. I guess that by the time you
are in college, you should probably start to
care. Probably it would be best to put more
focus on voter education in politicai science
and history classes, or maybe optional semi-
nars. Then again no one would go; no one gives
a f**k. Why doesn't the school newspaper take
a more active role?
I
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want to look through the catalog, but I seri-
ously doubt that we offer any classes with that
type of spin on it [Women in Business]. Try
looking in the Arts." I even called
Undergraduate Admissions, where a gentle-
man looked in the computer and found only a
history course offered, "Women in America,"
which deals with the history of women, par-
ticularly dealing with the suffrage and libera-
tion movements-but nothing current.
Learning all of this made me sad more than
anything else. I had never really considered
the impact of such demeaning behavior
towards women in business to any great
length. Since this incident though, the sudden
recollection of countless other such unjustifi-
able behavior, and the confirmation of close
friends who share this dilemma, I find myself
questioning how Baruch plans to provide
their student body with the tools to handle
such conflict and the broad range of other
issues facing women in the business world
(i.e.: current unequal paY; sexual harassment,
glass-ceiling, etc). I am open to all sugges-
tions, but hope t~ hear of some solutions
being offered, such as courses specifically
dealing with ....Women in Business," and
school sponsored organizations and events
created to deal with such issues. I believe this
"business" school can only truly live up to its
reputation once the entire. student body has
been represented and are properly prepared
for the world we now face.
One Baruch .~
StateOf Mind ~
some sodas from the kitchen?" I told him no,
and reminded him that he requested coffee.
He then replied, "No, can you put sodas out
instead?-0h and make sure you clean all the
lids of the soda cans-eause they're all dirty
from the storage closet." My jaw dropped-
the nerve of this guy-what next, pick up his
dry cleaning? I am helping out as a reception-
ist, not waiting tables.
Upon being so obviously demoted in more
ways than one, my curiosity was sparked to
inquire about similar experiences my cowork-
ers, peers and classmates had endured. I was
horrified to find that every girl I confronted
about this had a similar story--or worse! A
fellow student shared her situation with me
about working for a dot-com news company
as an editor-who was to Id they needed her to
clean the restrooms in the office twice a week,
and would give her extra time away from her
editorial duties to do it. It is even worse for
students or parents who rely on working to
pay for school, because they don't want to
jeopardize their income.
Being a journalism/business major, I found
this all too common tolerance of inequality
very disturbing. But is Baruch preparing all of
us for this business world? I searched to find
any courses that may deal with this issue fac-
ing the young businesswomen of today and
tomorrow, I have.yet to find any such specif-
ic courses. Upon speaking with Glenda in the
JoumalismIBusiness DepartmentG(who also
couldn't find any such courses off-hand), I
was referred to the dean's assistant at Zickfin
School of business who told me "You may
come in nightly who could easily do so). But,
slowly. all these little things began to add up
and eat away at my pride. I understood that
being a receptionist included answering
phones, taking messages, setting up meetings,
data entry, distributing inbound/outbound
mail and packages, faxing, photocopies, and
even making travel arrangements; however, I
was not prepared to meet the expectations of
any cocky male executives, who are out-of-
line and evidently taking advantage of the
boss being away.
The last straw was drawn one morning a few
weeks ago when a particular male executive
decided to take me on as his personal assistant
for the day, unbeknownst to me. I was fleet- ,
ingly spoken to without even a glance in my
direction, as he passed by my "new desk" in
the front of the office; He mentioned the
morning's meeting was to take place at 11:30
and I was to "become part of the team and
help [them] prepare for it." I thought cool-
finally, a project to work on. Moments before
the meeting, I am asked to order lunch for it-
ok, fine, no problem! Following that, I am
asked to quickly set up the conference room
with plates, forks, napkins, coffee, etc., all of
which I was supposed to "find somewhere"(as
if to imply I should know how to do these
things and where they are kept)--ok, I think
that is not really a big deale~~htZ-Ibe~.
once that is all done- the food is there, the
room is set up and ready to go, and everything
is in place, I let the executive know. Rather
than a thank you or any sign of appreciation,
I am questioned with-"Hey did you put out
To: President Regan
By Franck Mongbe
It is certainly strange that the only way th e Ticker can contact you is by writing this
letter. Our relentless attempts to reach you in youi office and schedule an interview have all
failed. This is our last resort to establish a link between you and the students of Baruch.
Dear.Mr, President,
TICKE~ OP-EDS NOVEMBER 6, 2000
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,
~ng this c~urse of action very carefully because I do not want it to'be i~terpreted as me wrest-
mg 15 minutes of fame awa~ from you. I am not here to. With some hypocritical self-serving
purpose. I am here to question some decisions you have made.
It has come to the ~ttentionof to the staff members of the Ticker and the students of Baruch
that you have been terminating the contracts of multiple staff members with more than ten
years -: hard wo~k p~t in at Baruch. It is my understanding that there is a rule against that.
But let s not get into It for now.
Myrna Chase, the Acting Provost, said that you are sympathetic to students-it should not
be too difficult for our voices to be heard. According to one member of your retinue, we have
~o go th~ough her before we get near you. This unnecessary screening process shows how
inaccessible you are. Perhaps, we have not tried hard 'enough. However it would have been
perceived as harassment if we hounded you all the time.
The rumors of your aversion towards the media have circulated around school so I won-
der how you will be able to preside over this school and represent us if you have 'no interac-
tion with the media-then again it is a rumor. However, are we, the voice of the students in
-Baruch, not important enough for you to have a face to face interview with us? Our involve-
ment .in the school politics is not just a phase, something that could be brushed off-by the
occasional run-around or the sudden trips that always coincide with our calls. We do under-
stand your very busy schedule, but we are sure that a compromise can be reached.
You ~ave demanded an office in the new building to reinforce the illusion of proximity you
are trymg to create to the students. One of the questions I was repeatedly asked was which
department, administrative, educational or otherwise had lost a portion of their space
because of your unexpected request? Or are we allowed to believe that once the new build-
i~g opens its doors to the 15,000 students, that you will also do the same to the media, espe-
cial ly us. ' ..
I am not trying to be surly but I think a frank answer from you is needed.
Allow me, Sir, to be candid. This lack of communication between you and the students of
Baruch will prove to be very harmful to your plans in the long run. The Ticker is offering
you a solution to the problem. We reach more people than any other publication or club does
in the school. We not only have a vast and still increasing readership but we also have the
help of a very talented oral communication network. In plain English, "word of mouth." It
is important to see that you are not ruling the blind, but extremely perceptible students who
are interested in the way their academic lives are guided, especially when the person in
charge is keeping silent.
Once again Mr. President, I urge you to reconsider keeping the media out of the school
affairs. The Ticker has been created to facilitate the communication between you, the admin-
istration and the students. Feel free to use it.
Please get back to us.
W.omen~s Conditions in The Workplace: One Woman's Story
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of theindividual writers, and do not n~essari1yrepresent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The TIcker.accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide 'day -and everling "telephone nwribeIS. All 5ubIriiSSions are subject to editing for space and clarify. Address all opiniortpieces -and letters to the ~Eds-editor. - - .
After an insulting personal experi-
ence in the business world. and coming from
a business school, I find myself desperate to
confirm with my female peers their experi-
ences felt in the business workplace, and to
see if Baruch is really preparing us for the
business world's so called open arms-thus I
chose to share this personal experience piece.
Since a slight downsizing at work, and
being the new person at my current job, I was
recently asked to do "a favor" for my employ-
ers, "and be temporarily placed in the position
of receptionist to tide them over until our
boss, who had suffered a mild stroke, returned
to the office, and finances would once again
be in order. I agreed to the .... favor" under the
condition that I am still able to work on the
computer presentation projects I was hired to
do with no change in that aspect of my pro-
ductivity and workload. They agreed, and' fur-
ther told me, -os. don't worry, it's not a
demotion ... we don't want you to feel bad
about this, everyone here knows what you
were hired to do ... this is -only a temporary
situation that you are helping us out with, so
there are no undue expectations of you ..."
With that said, I felt quite at ease-'that was
until a week later. I gradually learned that the
title "receptionist" somehow had evolved to
include "gardener, cleaning lady, and smiling
waitress" for th-e-6ffi~'arrctthepromise made-
to me about continuing my original duties
was somehow lost in the shuffle. When I was
first told that the plants needed to be watered
and agreed, I thought -hey, no big deal
Despite the fact that they hired someone to
o
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A Silent Dance
The past decade has seen each CLri\~Ycollege trying [0 regulate it \. own student services,
something akin to a pack of wolves trving to forage on their own-s-the lack 0.( unity would
onlv lead to starvation.
Perhapsforeseeing such a destiny. CL/IVY decided to step in and set forth a few resolutions
aimed at not onlv improving but unifying the standards for student services.
The standardized era begins with health care, where it has been resolved that minimal
standards' will be' established at all CUNY colleges, with other resolution in the works.
With such a resolution set, there would be. no worries over funding being piratedfrom
health services and transferred to another program.
Before the onset ofsuch a resolution, the president would have had any and all power to
take from such a student service and give to the already fat pockets ofacademic services.
The standardization ofstudent service will- serve to benefit the heart and soul ofCUNY, the
students.
Although it is important to beefup our academic service, making sure the needs of the stu-
dents are meet will always take precedence...
. Wh~n was it .de~idedthat student services were to be placed at the b'ffom ofthe peck-
tng order in CUI\/Ys hierarchy ofprograms? \ .
One would think that an institution ofhigher learning such as CLhVY would appreciate
those that make if what it is. B.", letting the standard) ofservices for their constituents drop,
CL..;.\:r 170.",' done all except lake the students .lunch money and leave them cryingfor better
.\er\'ICe
. - .Arthur Lewin,
Former Chair ofthe Black and Hispanics Studies Department
"Baruch College is systematically whittling down
the department, and that was just the last straw, "
With a cap on his head and an armful ofprizes, newly appointed Baruch President
Ned Regan walked about at last semester s Spring Fling, giving the impression that he
t t brin the administration and the students together.
Stepping Up To Standards
Regan, the student-friendly president, has made every effort to distill that image. The
lines ofcommunication between -him and those who represent the voice ofthe students have
been shut down.
While attempts have been made to open up a relationship' with the e.xecutive ofthe ''jlag-
ship" CUNY school, our politeness has only come offas buzzing.
The dancing game that has been played with the media has now been extended to the fac-
ulty, where it has been made known that the future ofthe Black and Hispanics studies
department has now been put in lingo.
Since the pressurized resignation ofthe chair ofthe department, the only communication
with the president soffice has been with his secretary, leaving many to scratch their heads
at the actions ofthe president.
Many would say that the future ofa major department at Baruch -is an -important enough
-- - - -zTT·s.......sue TO warrant an immediate meeting but at press time, four scheduled meetings between
Arthur Lewin, the recently resigned chair, and Regan have been postponed
The dancing continues, only with a new partner.
Is it possible to continue on such a road, where there would be no sort of interaction?
How can the future ofanything be discussed ifone party will always hold the conversa-
tions?
What happened to the seemingly free-going, easy to approach Regan since the Spring
Fling?
The construction ofthe bridge between the administration and the students has been put
on hold and no one seems to be benefiting by this game ofsilent, go seek.





picion of crime actrvrty so that they rna;
stop and frisk the individual. I did say there
are a few officers that do practice racial pro-
filing, they are breaking the law and an:
Please feel free to e-mail your comments to
pookie82999@cs.com
By: Menachem Green
ea tWIt . e nterna airs ureau
(lAB) monitors police misconduct. They
investigate wrongdoing of police officers
and prosecute them when necessary.
I have been asked a few times about what
meant when I stated that "if minorities
were given better education ... crime commit-
ted by minorities would fall?" When I came
ac~oss the high percentage of African
American and Hispanic suspects, I asked
myself "why is this percentage so high?" I
thought to myself "can it be because the
poverty level amongst minorities is higher
then other races'?" Why is the poverty level
higher amongst minorities?" f then came up
with the. conclusion that minorities do not
always receive the same education as other
races, due to the lack of equal opportunity.
If minorities would receive the same educa-
tion as other races this might lead to higher
paying jobs, which in effect will cause their
poverty level to decrease then leading to a
decrease in crime committed by minorities.
This is just my opinion. When I say my
opinion I say this as an individual not a
member of the Jewish community as some
students have assumed. You do not have to
agree with me, you are entitled to your own
opinion. For those of you who wish to hear
the other side of the accusations, I have list-
ed the link to the NYPD's website below the
chart.
By Nelly Neira
has the Clinton Administration done? It signed
a reform Act for the Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families. Now on crime, well lets see
here... President ClintonafTMs police hiring bill
of the 1994 Congressional campaign, promis-
ing to put 100,000 police officers on America's
streets, has been-of course- unable to maintain
funding.
Credit should be given where credit is do.
The New York City Police Department has, as
Mr. Green tried to point out in his op-ed 'The
Truth on Racial Profiling", helped to improve
the quality of life in New York City.
New York is the safest city in America. and has
the most successful police department in the
country. So how about we give the Clinton
Administration the proper credit for what its
really done: making things harder for the poor
children of America. keeping New Yorkers
unemployed ~ and keeping campaign promises
as just that-promises. So I ask you Ms.
Abrams, with your own words, "WHAT CITY
DO YOU LIVE IN?': - -- - -
The Truth About Racial
Profiling (continued)
~;. uf City·~ ~~D1 'v" ur ?~Qf ~~ ofSLqp-
Resi.dents VioleBt Violent Violent tlnd-F,.i.~k
Crime CriOlC Crime 4\'ll.bjt·ct~
Vk-rlms Arrcstce.~ Suspects (as
ED'dby
Victim,.l;j
BllllCk 25.-1 43.1 57.7 62../ 52.3 ~
Hisnaak 24.~ 3U~1 29.8 26.8 _i2.9
White 43.4 1*).1 10.1 8..5 1,~.J
Asian 6~7 7.7 3.2 2,,2 ',.7
When reading "The Ramblings of a
Mad Man" a response to the op-ed "The Truth
on Racial Profiling" a sudden rush of frustra-
tion swept over me. I began to contemplate
what bothered me about this op-ed and then
it hit me: "There are many reasons for New
York CityafTMs falling crime rate. The prime
reason being...The Clinton Administration."
This sentence and the flow of irrationality that
followed fueled the fire within me. Ms.
Abrams , in her criticism, tried to make the
connection between The Clinton
Administrationaf''Ys supposed "increase in
number of jobs" and the "decrease in poverty
.:" as being the key factor for the decrease in
crime in our city. .
This connection is totally imaginary. To
begin with • according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. New York has the highest unem-
ployment rate among the largest 5 I metropoli-
tan regions in the United states. Furthermore,
New York CityafTMs unemployment rate
(7.2% ) is above average. Therefore the
"increase in number of jobs" does not apply to
New York City. As for the "decrease in pover-
ty~~' according to Education Week., 13.3 mil-
lion children in the U.S. Tive in poverty. What
Reply to "Raving of a Mad Man"
My article from the last issue of the
ticker "The Truth About Racial Profiling"
was not targeting minorities. I am not prej-
udice against minorities and in fact I hap-
I=d 149.9 173 .2 186.7 18 9•2 185.2 I
http://WWJN.ci.nyc.ny.us/html/nypd/pdf/dclm/execsumm.pdf
19"9K <:ompur..ltive Pr(llXlmODS fel' Raee-lEtltnit..-i.t,· *Jr"~M*~nt (::nme Su~ped:s;.,Vit.'1im~.
Arr,-'St~esand Sl()p-and~"t-i.~Subj«ts
(-Violent Crim~s~are here ddiD~a5l\rlurder~Non-uegl:ig~ntl\tatlsla~ter.R:tpe,
Ri~bberyand FdoD~.~9auJ')
pened to be of a double minority, half-
Jewish and half -Hispanic. My intent was to
discuss whether or not there are facts leading
me to believe the NY.PD practices racial pro-
filing. After spending many more hours
searching for facts that would lead me to
believe the NYPD practices racial profiling
. and taking into consideration the responses
that I received from some of you I still do
not believe that the NYPD practices racial
profiling. When I say NYPD I mean the
NYPD as a whole. I remember myself writ-
ing last week, "the faults of a few should not
reflect upon the heroism of the many." I
believe the NYPD does not practice r, .ial
profiling, however, I do recognize that
unfortunately some officers do.
Nevertheless, to throw accusations at the
. whole police department just is not fair and
is morally wrong. I say this because, police
officers. like I stated once before, "put their
lives on the line for us everyday." Even
after accusations were thrown at them, they
never ceased putting their lives on the line
for all of us, minorities or not. When there
is a shooting and everyone is running away,
whom will you see running towards the gun-
fire? The great officers of the NYPD!
As you can clearly see from the chart that
I found on the NYPDs website, the number
of African Americans and Hispanics stopped
and frisked closely coincides with the num-
ber of African Americans and Hispanic sus-
pects. The NYPD can not just simply stop
people because of their race or because they
do not like the appearance of an individual.
Officers are required to have reasonable sus-
:~; .::...:..
... ;:~~::'
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November 7, 2000 is supposedly the "d"
day. Many Africans and Latino's have
been encouraged do go out and vote and
make their voice heard .. As loud as we are
yelling that we need land, food, clothing
and shelter, screaming every time we are
executed, sent to prison, falsely arrested,
gi ven a harsher sentence for the same
crime committed by a white offender. shot
at or brutalized by the police, stopped and
frisked for dri v ing while B.lack or a per-
son of color, as many times as we say, no
justice no peace. are we really being
heard? How much louder to \\ e have to be
to hav e our vo iccs heard .. A silent bal-
lot? Is that really w hat w e need. HELL
NO WE NEED A REVOLUTION .,.
May be when Bush becomes president. the
Africans will finally wake up amd the cry
that will be heard across this blasted
nation is UHURU SASSA ~ "'
newspapers and called out over the radio
that the suspect in pursuit is a black male
about 5"8 in dressed in all black. In reali-
ty, the suspect apprehended was a white
male who wore a red overcoat.
Unt i I that great day \\ hen the masses of
people rise up ... Keep Fighting
The current culture and phenomenon
known to be African and Latino based has
erupted a new stereotype amongst police
profiles. Hip Hop culture, which has tran-
scended into dress as well as music, has
bred a new type of suspect. The baggy
clothes and untied shoelace" and baseball
cap turned backwards has somehow regis-
tered in the NYPD's brain as equaling a
potential perpetrator. The majority of
youth fitting this description are constant-
ly stopped and frisked but on ly 10°,/0 of
those people are actually guilty of a
crime. Only 10% of the Black and Latino
youth in New York City, what statement
does this make.
I could go on and on about how wrong
you are but why should I. so many people
agree with me and have done an ample job
in refuting Menachem's article inthis
issue, so now I must end this brief and
interrupted piece by talking about voting.
By Donovan 'Wilson '
After all, they all had one factor in common.
They were all Black or Hispanic.
Let us tum our eyes to the killing ofAmadou
Diallo, an unarmed black man. At the height of
the outcry about that piece of butchery by
police officers I was so upset that I chose not to
write any thing at all about it. His mother.
Kadiatou Diallo, said she has long bel ieved
that her son was killed because of racial profil-
ing. Here is a quick quiz. A black man and a
white man are both entering the lobby of their
adjoining buildings at 2:00 A.M. Which one is
more likely to be stopped by a passing police
patrol car? You are damn right if you thought
that the black man is the one who will be
unceremoniously pushed against a wall, or to
the ground. and told to "assume the position."
If you don't know what assuming the position
means just ask any Black Baruch College male
student who has ever been stopped and frisked
by"Five-O." .
Finally, it concerns me greatly that tile mayor
IS notwilling to at least cortsiderthe possibili-
ty that the report is correct. The mayor is sup-
posed to represent us all. Right now I sure
don't feel "represented". In fact, since Guiliani
became the mayor I have felt that this city is
. safer, cleaner and has a much better quality of
life BUT I HAVE ALSO FELT THAT POLICE
BRUTALITY AND RACIAL PROFILING
LIVES ON! ~ Catch you all in my next article!
Ca
First off. to say that you are sick and
tired of people putting down the police
department because they put their lives on
the line everyday for us and we repay
them w ith accusations of racial. profil-
ing .... ? How absurd a statement By
enrolling in the police academy. you are
accepting the responsibility and reality
that your job entails you "putting your Iife
on the line" so why must 'We praise you
for do ing what yOU are supposed to do?
Second of all yOU make the statements if
the "accusations" of racial profiling are
made in malice or with the intent to slan-
der their reputations. The reason why you
be Iieve that the majority of the suspects
are Black and Hispanic is because that IS
\\ hat the po lice department and the media
w ant) 0 u to bel ic \ e . Nomatter w hat the
actual race, Size, shape. complexion. or
dress of· the suspect, it is a lw ay s put in
Peace and Blessings my people.
As I tlipped through the Ticker as I usual-
ly. offering cri ticisms and sel f-criticisms,
I was enraged by the bit entitled "The
Truth About Racial Profiling". First off,
has anvon e noticed the ironv in the arti-- -
cle? For a title so profound, the content
that fo llows is a serious letdown. I don't
know if I was the only one who assumed
that the article would be lengthy being
that the title implies people have continu-
ally been mis-educated and those stigmas
were about to be dispelled. Well being
that since 1998, "racial profiling" has
been an ongoing topic of concern for
Africans and Latinos and has led to feder-
al investigations of numerous police
departments and police procedures in gen-
eral. It is interesting how Menachem has
become a deemed expert in the matter to
unveil the truth about an issue as foreign
to him as jim crow. Now yes. he. like
·many Americans, have been introduced to
the concept of racial profi l ing with the
case of the New Jersey state troopers mur-
dering the four African men on the turn-
pike, so he can officially say he knows
what racial profiling means. But he can-
not understand what it means and its ram-
ifications as he will never be a victim of
this phenomenon. Spo to say he knows
the truth ..... i beg to differ.
NORACIALPROFILINGBYNYPD! !
Earlier this month a report was
issued by the U.S. Attorney's office For the
Manhattan District blasting the New York
Police Department (NYPO) Street Crimes Unit
for engaging in a pattern of racial profiling. If
you are reading this and don't know what is
racial profiling then I guess you are not a
minority individual. The new police commis-
sioner (did you know that we have a new
one"), Bernard Kerik, promptly responded to
the report by stating that '-it's not about racial
profiling when cops are looking for bad guys".
H is response was to be expected. After all. he
is the chief c<?P. What else do you expect him
to say?
What was disturbing was the response of the
mayor who dismissed the findings of the report
and brushed it aside saying that "any notion
that the street crimes unit is guilty of racial pro-
filing is absurd". Let 'us look at a few things
and then I will leave it to you to draw your own
conclusions. The U.S. Civil Rights
Commission and State Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer found that of 175, 000 stop-and -frisk
by these cops in 1998:-99 that they examined
ONLY TWENTY FIVE PERCENT (25%) was
actually in response to a description of a sus-
pect. In other words, there were only 43. 750
justified searches! 131. 250 of our fathers. our
sons, our brothers and sisters, our
friends ....were stopped and searched FOR NO
REASON AT ALL. Or, was there a rea~o~?
Could it be that thev were guiltv of one thing?- - - - - . - - . - - . ~- - ....... - _... ~ ~
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~~ 'nlx·dcle~d savin1l." afltor~~
• Afla:r-taA. ~lving~
IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER Of TAX DEFERRAL
In this hypothetical example. setting aside $100 a month in a
tax-deferred investment with an 8~ l"etum in a 28% til1
bracket shows better growth than the same net al110unt put
into a savings account. Total returns. and principal value of
investments wiJl fluctuate. and yield may "at)'. The chart
above is presented for itlustmti"e purposes only and doe'S not
reflect actual performance. or predict future results. of any
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online advertising in Asia will
increase to $5.4 billion in 2005
fr~m $344 million being spent in
2000. Needless to say, the growth
opportunities are enormous.
After attending a workshop
sponsored by the Center of
Communication (see cencom.com
for future events), I visited
DoubleClick and was fascinated
by the company's technology,
media, data, and culture.
"DoubleClick employees aver-
age 60-70 hour workweeks ~ven
though they're not required to put
in those kind of hours," says Eva




feel at home through its casual
office environment. At the Silicon
Valley office in downtown
Manhattan, there is a basketball
court for employees, a massage
and yoga room, and all the free
food and sodas :ou could want,
The two floors cover an impres-
sive quarter million square feet.
At one point, the company was
hiring over fifty employees a
month, but that has slowed, albeit
minimall). And unlike other
Internet startups, none of the
employees have ever been laid off
for financial problems.
DoubleClick has 900 million cash
on hand. and is adding to that
steadily. For the long term and for
the short term also. DoubleClick is
a smart investment.
speak to students on a variety of
topics. Kaykov says that she
meets these speakers by network-
ing at various events, such as
career day.
Also, every semester the
Accounting Society has an
Accounting Banquet, which they
coordinate with two other clubs.
one user previously bought a pair
of Nike sneakers online, a banner
wi II appear on her page advertis-
ing something sports-related. If
the other user is a travel buff, as
evidenced through their previous
online shopping, or offline for that
matter, a banner advertising ~
Club Med vacation may appear.
DoubleClick compiles on and
off-line data on consumers, and is
voraciously acquiring companies
with large databases. Two recent
acquisitions are the Abacus and
iiiiiiiiiiiiii1::::iEI @Plan , both leaders
in data mining and
research
It is likely that if
· you've ever made a
· purchase online,
· you're som~where on




expand its tech nolo-
0,," platform.:=>..
"Whatever we can't
build here we buy,"
says Allon Katz, Product' Manager
at DoubleClick when referring to
the recent acquisition of Net
Creations.
A recent partner \\ ith
DoubleClick is China's number
one ranking Web site, Sina.com
(N:\~Do.: SINA), a leadin~
Internet media and services com-
pany for Chinese communities
worldwide.
Lehman Brothers projects that
learn from each other.
The joint luncheon event, which
took place during club hours last
week commenced at I pm.
Opening remarks where made by
Kaykov who then passed the
meeting over to Youssefian, both
introducing their clubs and
informing audience of upcoming
events.
All of the speakers at the
event are Baruch alumni who
majored in Accounting. The
first speaker, Andre
Verderame, a VP at Lehman
brothers spoke of his life at
Baruch, which prep-ired him
for his function at I ehman.
The second speaker, David
Gri ffiths, a VP at Chase
Manhattan Bank, gave out
handouts and spoke of the
recruiting process at Chase.
He briefly touched on the
Chase/H' Morgan merger.
The final speaker, Richart
Chase. a VP at Goldrnar
Sachs & Co. spoke on th.
differences on Public ant
Private Accounting and tho
expectations they have 0
recent c:: ;-.,(:rgraduates
Chase proceeded to say tha
his experience at Goldrna
has been "dealing with rh,
best and brightest in th.
to "get accounting majors This event is a large source for stu- industry,' ----
acquainted with the field by secur- dents to network with each other The meeting concluded with th.
ing prominent speakers from gov- and meet with professionals and Accounting Society presenting th...
emment agencies, financial firms, recruiters. speakers with certificates 9'
public and private accounting Kaykov also mentions that . appreciauo: and coming to th.
firms," this way students can keep despite the heavy connotation on club. The'. then had an open 2:
apprise of current trends and 'accounting, her club is open to all minute question answer perio.
issues taking place in the industry. students of all majors. She attests where' the speakers reveale.
. Every week the Accounting that the club isjust for al! business specifics they look for when 'sed.
Society has a speaker come and students to come together and ing new'hire candidates.
".'"11 , .. . - _., ' ......... ,., . ~. ..
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Kevin Ryan, CEO of
DoubleClick
nent, well established club at
Baruch was also present and had
an active role in organizing the
luncheon, The Accounting club
was founded long before Kaykov
became president, but when taking
over the new role she also is
focusing on new goals.
Kaykov says that her objective is
(Dynamic Advertising
Reporting and The Chairman of
Tracking). This tech- DoubleClick
nology permits real-
time tracking of ban-
ner "click-through" rates, full-time
tech support to ensure minimum
downtime, and most importantly,
targeted advertising.
This concept may sound famil-
iar, but DoubleClick is the only
company to have refined this
approach. _
An example might better illus-
trate how DART works: Say two
users go to a website at the same
time from different computers. If
cent of the 1,100 plus companies
signed up with DoubleC lick are
not Internet-based but full-fledged
brick and mortar companies.
That's vel)' different from a cou-
ple of years ago, when nearly
every company to advertise on the
Internet was itself an Internet
company.
DoubleClick is a leader because
o f
DART
Guest speakers at luncheon and presidents of the Jewish Business
Leaders Club and the Accounting Society.- R to L: Richard Chase, Yafa
Kaykov, Eliad Youssefiall, David Griffiths and Andre Verderame. (photo!
Oars Abrams)
Baruch Alumni Give Advice
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Like business mergers taking
place on Wall Street, many clubs
at Baruch are forming temporary
alliances to enhance awareness
and build strong ties through net-
working. On November 2, 2000
JBL (Jewish Business Leaders), a
recently established club, and the
Accounting Society held a lunch-
eon where they invited speakers
from different companies to speak.
on their business experiences.
Eliad Youssefian, a junior at
Baruch is the founder and presi-
dent of JBL; last semester the
Israeli native, had the idea to form
a business club that caters to
Jewish students. After much
research, planning and counseling
from Rabbi Ian Azzizalof, director
of the Hillel club at Baruch,
Youssefian was able to successful-
ly start the Jewish Business Club
for the Fall 2000 semester.
Youssefian says that the main
purpose of his club netw.orking.
"We are targeting top successful
Jewish professionals to come and
speak to the Jewish students, so
that we can all help each other."
Although Youssefian decided to
plan his first event along with the
Account-ing --Society he affirms
that his club is for students of all
majors. Youssefian also admits
that despite his, goal of wanting
Jewish students-to join- the club to
heighten awareness and strengthen
the Jewish community he assures
that the club is "open for every-
one".
Yafa Kaykov, the president ofthe
Accounting Society, a very promi-
By Dara Abrams
Business Editor
Take a Double Take on DoubleClick..
To Baruch Business Students
By Ovid Sanders
Contributing Writer
After plunging from a high of
135 to a low of 8 3/4 in a mere
nine months, Internet advertising
solutions company DoubleClick is
poised for explosive growth.
After repeated quarterly disap-
pointments and reciprocate pun-
ishment from Wall Street,
DoubleClick released profitable
numbers for the most recent quar--
ter, moving for the first time to the
black.
Despite the good news,
DoubleClick stock continued to
plunge, caught in the downward
spiral of the whole Internet sector.
The company's market capital-
ization was cut, once again, by
over half.
DoubleClick saw the ugliest side
of investors --ruthless stock
dumping in the face of despicable
sentiment for the NASDAQ.
The good news is that the stock
rebounded and is continuing to
rise, and nicely so; over a three
day run ending November 2, the
company's stock moved up 20
percent and in the two weeks since
its October 18 low, it has more
than doubled.
What's to come? As the age-old
advertising mantra goes, "the
money moves where the eyes
move," and Internet users around
the globe double everv three
~ .
months. Enough said.
That may explain why QO per-
-,
The Bigger' the Women'
The Smaller the Check
Many studies have come out solidify-
ing that obese white women get paid
lower wages than one of average
w~ight. The study shows very slight
..•...-.t .•... v ••••,. •• · · • o' .,. ~ .;_ "..: .
evidencevof. lower.-.·wages-~.for.obese.
Latin women and' there is absolutely
no evidence for obese Black women.
John Cawley, a researcher at the
University of Michigan School of
Public Health, has not been able to
prove conclusively if there is actually
work discrimination' against heavier
women' or if it is simply that larger
women have lower self-esteem than
women ofaverage weight, thus they go
after lowering paying jobs.
•
•
\Vedntsda,,- Nu\'cmber 15th. 2000•
t2:IS.l~4S PM
Room 1200 .. 360 Park Avenue Saul b
(Saftdwitbes & Drinks Served)
MITSUI &COMPANY (U.S.A.)
LUNCH-TIME FORUM
The '\'eissman Center for International Business
WHAT HAPPENS NOW?
Professor Young K. Son
B~rucb Conege, Commentator
Ambassador Donald Gregg
President, The Korea Society
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OUSTED IN FIRST ROUND
... .
After a mediocre regular season, the men's soccer team approached the playoffs with
the hope that it would "make some noise." The fifth-seeded Statesmen would have their
entire roster, a luxury this season, and so the morale was high for the match-up against
fourth-seeded York. Most fans know that fourth and fifth seeds are virtually inter-
changeable. To Baruch's chagrin, York had other plans!
In one of their more impressive performances of the season, York defeated Baruch 3-
O. Marc Meo, ajunior forward from Haiti scored two of the Cardinals' goals, one in the
23rd minute on a through ball from Mark James and the second in the 72nd minute on a
cross from Rene Nova. Alex Proano scored York's other goal on a comer kick that went
untouched. Freshman Stephene Koutoud earned his fifth shutout of the season. At press
time, York advances to face CCNY in the semifinals.
Baruch would end its season with a 3-5 conference record and a 6-8 overall record, hav-
ing lost four games in a roll. The overall consensus by the team is that it was "just one
of those days." Consider if you will, the Statesmen had a very strong defense and three
players In the top I0 CUNY soccer leaders category: Omar Ayad - eight assists and 16
pts.; Arnold Zelaya - six assists and 12 pts.; and-:Pablo
Luna - three assists and II pts. Even more impressive is that these three players played
in only half the games that the other CUNY ~occe~leaders played!
This lack of team players during the season really hindered the Statesmen's ability and
arguably cost the team the season. The team knew it had the tools, but never had the
opportunity to establish a consistent repertoire. 'How can any team survive under these
conditions? .
Coach Petar Mrkic noted that his team was extremely hard working and he certainly
was disappointed that the team did not advance. But all things said and done,
he is proud of his team and wishes his, graduating seniors well. There is always next
year!
l _ In related news, Omar Ayad was named to the CUNY second Team All-Stars.
the end of the season. Nonetheless, I still
feel that we had all the components - we
just came up short! We will learn from this
year and hopefully grow because of it next
year.
I would like to thank the entire team and
in particular would like to wish my gradu-
ating senior, Marianna Papadopoulou, all
the best. She truly exemplified what I
have tried to teach this team!"
The women's volleyball team finished
with an 8- 11 record, losing the last five
games! Coach Lam thinks that if the sea-
son were a little longer his team would
have gotten its second wind and changed
Its poor performance. He stressed that the
goal has not changed for next year: return
to the CL:NY finals and w in! With all his
players returrung except for sensational
outside hitter. Marianna Papadopoulou.
the team is on the right track.
In related news, Marianna Papadopoulou
was named to the CUNY First Team All-
Stars and Jeanette Espinoza was named to
the CUNY Second Team All-Stars.
Just one season after winning the CUNY
and Hudson Valley tournament, the
women's volleyball team's season came to
a disappointing halt after the Stateswomen
lost a tough quarterfinal match against
CCNY. The team lost the match in five
games: ]5-] 1 (L); 15- 1 (W); 15-10 (W);
15-10 (L); and 15-]1 (L). With its fifth
place positioning. the team had received a
bye for the first round and fully expected
"It was a combination of
inexperience and attrition!"
to be the superior team against CCNY.
"It was a combination of inexperience
and attrition." said head coach Jimmv
Lam lie continued."eeN Y IS not the first
team that we have beaten In one game by
..i huge margin ( 15-1 ) and then we do not
rnaintam that same consistency over the
course of the set. We really never had a
killer instmct and It show ed when we
faced seasoned teams. Additionally. we
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The women's tennis team poses after a match. The team ended the season win-
ning its last five matches! (PbotolBaruch Press)
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM
-\fter a v ery strong regular-season finish. the w omen's tennis team found itsel f tied for fourth
place In the conference 'WIth Brooklyn and CCNY at a 3-4 record. The team could not be happi-
er going into the (,l'N Y tournament After a terrible beginning, the team was in good shape to
make a mark'
In the semi-final round. Tanya Kozlouska played the number five singles and lost 10-5. The
number two spot was play cd by Arlena Auyeung w ho lost the match 10-6. Jessica Rubenstein
and Auyeung played a doubles match that they lost 8-~. While the scores do not retlect it, the
two girls played \ef) we ll
Iwo Baruch girls played In the championship round and essentially propelled Baruch to Its
third place finish. Barbara Bockowski and Ma Qin of Baruch lost a doubles match against
Mcbride and Penaco of Hunter: 7-5 (L), 3-6 (W) and 6-0 (L). Barbara Boczkowski lost a sin-
gles match to Ita Chavez-Geller of Hunter; 6-2 and 6-3. Baruch College wound up with 19
points for a third place finish behind only CSI and Hunter, the second and first place teams
respectively.
Coach Florin GiugJescu said, " I am very proud of my team! We were the CUNY champions
I
just two years ago, but I lost all my players. We have had to rebuild and this is what we were
focusing on this year...coming in third is indicative of the hard work that my team has put in.
Giuglescu also pointed out that for him and now for his team, tennis is an year round profes-
sion. Giuglescu is still practicing with his team, such is his dedication! The last thing
Giuglescu said was that here at Baruch a coach has to accept that sports are truly extra-curricular
since we are such a competitive business school so when players succeed in finishing the sea-
son. the coach is almostjust relieved to have enough players to compete. - .,. - . - .... ~-- -
-
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